Alpamanta Malbec 2014
Price: $15.00 Case Price: $13.50 ea
Color:
Body/Type:
Style:
Size:
Winery:
Grapes:
Serve At:
Region:
Method:

Red
Medium Bodied
Modern
Bottle, 750 ml
Alpamanta
Malbec
57°-63° F
Argentina > Mendoza
Biodynamic / Organic

All Alpamanta wines are made out of organic grapes and manipulation of
the vinification processes from harvest to bottling is kept to a minimum -low
amount of sulfites, native yeasts, simple packaging, etc.- by using state of
the art technology and focusing on producing excellent wines.
These fresh and young wines are all from different areas in our vineyardfull of fruit and flavors, expressing unique Earth notes. Well balanced and
pleasant to drink
Varietal: 100% Malbec
Vineyards: Ugarteche, Luja&#769;n de Cuyo, Mendoza – Argentina
Altitude: 950 meters above sea level
Harvest: The grapes are manually hand-picked
The French grape variety Malbec has its New World home in the vineyards
of Mendoza, producing red wines of great concentration and intensity in
what is by far the largest wine region in Argentina.
The soils in Mendoza are Andean in origin and have been deposited over
thousands of years by the region's rivers. These rocky, sandy soils have
little organic matter and are free-draining, making them dry and low in
fertility. This kind of soil is perfect for viticulture, since vines are forced to
work hard for hydration and nutrients and will produce small, concentrated
berries instead of leafy foliage. The wines produced from grapes grown on
these soils are often highly structured, with firm tannins, and have a distinct
minerality that is often attributed to the soil.
Altitude is another one of the defining characterisitics of Mendoza terroir.
The strip of vineyard land that runs along the base of the Andes is between
2600 and 3900 ft above sea level, and moderates the hot, dry climate of
the region. Warm, sunny days followed by cooler nights slows the ripening
of the grapes and naturally extends the growing season while producing
rich, ripe flavors. Irrigation is provided by the many rivers criss-crossing the
region, and warmer drier harvets allow for picking based on ripeness
rather than the fluctuations of the weather, which in turn reduces vintage
variation and contributes to the reliable, consistent wines of their iconic
wines.

Tasting Notes

